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1I IT T F: D U C T I II.
The importance of miiiiniizing the aiTiOunt oi switching neces-
sary in freight yards, and of avoiding friction between train crew3
and of expediting the movement of trains , makes yard design worthy
of extreme care and study. A brief description and review of the
desigh and construction of a freight yard is foerei^i proposed.
A train yord is a system of tracks , other than the main run-
ning tracks, at a terminal, division point, or intermediate station
for the purpose cf the storing, distribution and clansif icat ion of
i!
cars in the making up of trains. Together with such an arrangement
must be proper facilities for the inspection, repair, and in some
canes, the building of locoiiOt ives and cars.
The two chief requirements of a yard are: (1) that cars can
be speedily classified and distributed^ and (2) that facilities for
handling local freight be provided. Most of the delays of cars
are due either careless yard switching or to improper yard design.
The switching of cars to the dead end of a track and then placing
I others in front of them is a prolific source of delay and annoyance
Indeed, m.ost "lost" cars are found in such a position. Hot only
|raay single cars be delayed, but progress in traff ic generally may
be much impeded by the lack of proper provision for furnishing eng-
ines with coal, water and sand. Another result of poor design is
the damaging of cars while handling, caused by uneven grades or
faulty bumping posts.
The importance of yard construction is further indicated by

the relative cost of yards and of otrier railroad structures. The
improvements in the yard under consideration will cost ^^hen complete
about two million dollars. The new terininal yard of the Chicat'o
and Northwestern Railroad at Chicago, Illinois, will cost tv/enty
million dollars. The ter.'dnal of the Fichiriond , i^Yeder icksburg and
Potomac Railroad at Alexandria, Va
.
, will cost one million dollars.
This is the largest yard south of the Potor.iac River. The first sum
would perhaps build forty miles of single track railway, while the
second would build four hundred miles. A railroad bridge four hun-
dred feet long, carrying a doubl e track , can be built for seventy-
five thousar.d dollars. A turniel eight- hundred feet long has been
built through solid rock for the same sura. From this it is evident
that if a railroad has many extensive train yards, they v/ill rep-
resent a large portion of its capital. For this reason, those
responsible for their operat ion should be well informed and thor^
oughly experienced in such construction.
In designing the arrangement of tracks at a yard or terminal,
it is important that the engineer shouliff study very c arefully the
movement of traffic as regards its volume, its character, its time
of movement, aiid its interference with passenger transportation,
etc. llothwi thstanding their importance, freight yards
rare usually the most defective part of railway equipment. Their
; defects are due to the failure on the part of railway officials
i to recognize, until v/ithin very recent years, the true economical
importance
.
The present time is an era of yard building for railraods.
Even when a yard has been deliberately planned, a faulty layout is

3not infrequently the result as the needs of the traffic are not
considered .
"Defects in yard design are very frequently due to a lack of
co-operation between the operating and construction officers. In
some cases, a yard is enlarged or extended v/ithout the assistance
of an engineer, and the result is an awkward arrangement of frogs
and switches which increases the difficulty of handling cars and
also the wear on wheels and rails. In other cases, a freight yard
has been planned without inquiring into the local conditions and the
traffic requirements, with the result that the yard, while appearing
very convenient on paper, is a source of much annoyance to the
operating department. For these and other reasons, it is impera -
tive that the construction and operating departments consult together
i;
as to the lest arrangement for any one yard." Tratman , "Track and
Track Work"
.
Another fact peculiar to yard construction, and one which
largely accou^its for unsatisfactory layouts, is that most yards
have been evolved from smaller ones. As the surrounding city grows
and the traffic increases, tracks are added one or two at a time
where the work can be done with least cost and- where they will
answer the purpose temporarily. Obviously, this method is not con-
ducive to good design. 4t Scranton, Pa., however, although a yard
had been located there for several years, at this time, 1906, an
entirely new plan has been undertaken regardless of the existing
layout. Although this scheme adds materially to the cost of con-
struction, yet it is hoped that the resulting yard will accommodate '
the future business for a number of years.

Part I
THE P F B L E M.

5
General Conditions.
In order to clearly understand the building of the freight
yard at Scranton, Pa., some knowledge of the railroad, its extent,
the -lature of the region through which it passes, the location of
the divisions, etc., must be obtained; hence a brief description
covering these p.ints will be given.
The Delaware, lackawanna and Western Railroad extends from
Hoboken IT. J. to Buffalo, N. Y. with a branch from Scranton to Nor-
thumberland, Pa., called the Bloomsburg Brancfe , two at Binghamton,
N. Y., one of which goes to Uticri, the other to Syracuse and Oswego.
Besides these main branches there are several small ones. From
Hoboken to Scranton the distance is one hundred and forty-five miles,
the route extending almost due west over the Blue Ridge Mountains.
From Scranton, the main line runs in a northwesterly direction to
Binghamton, thence westerly to Buffalo. The Bloomsburg Branch is
eighty miles long, and the Utica and Oswego branches are are nine-
ty-five and one hundred and eleven miles in length respectively.
The distance from Hoboken to Buffalo is four hundred and eleven miles;
that is, Scranton is located about one third the distrince between
Hoboken and i.-uffalo. These cities are the main terminals of the
|road. This fact has a determining influence on the requirements
of the yard at Scranton, as will soon be shown.
A comparison of the Delaware, lackawanna and Western Railroad
'with other important lines in the United States with reference to
equipment and freight hauled per mile of track shows that it ranks
iQiigh in these respects. Table I exhibits such a comparison for the
.year 1904. The large number of locomotives in proportion to the
mileage is required because of the heavy grades on the main line
in either direction from Scranton. These vary from 0.5 percent to

6TABLE I
.
A COMPARISON OF TEH LEADING RAILPOADS.
1904 .
Pef
.
No . Failroad
Locomotives
per Mile of
Track
Frt . Cars
per Mile
of Track
Frt. -Tons Per
Mile of Track
Miles
of
Track
1. D.L .&.W .680 31 .7 3 480 000 770
2 . D .oc H . .398 15 .8 2 130 000 843
3. L. V. 0.540 26 .2 2 850 000 1385
4 . B . (3c . C .412 18.6 1 865 000 4484
5 . Penn' a
.
.503 19 .8 3 720 000 3821
6 . N.Y.C .^cH .P 0.149 19.5 1 028 000 3490
7
. C .B.dc Q. .165 5 .8 623 000 8378
a
.
C ST .P
,
0.142 6 .0 5 77 000 6829
9. C .R .1 .6: P . .164 5.3 7259
10
. C.& N.W. .173 7.1 598 000 7412

1.5 percent. At least one "pusher" is needed, therefore; on almost
every freight train which leaves the yard, and a "puller" accompanisj;
Bach of the f£3t passenger trains. These extra engines go out about
thirty miles east or about fifteen miles west and then return to
Scranton. The furnishing of sc large a number of locomotives adds
gre<'itly to the proposition of building a freight yard at Scranton. T
The proportion of freight card per mile is also hi;,h, for much of
the freight consists of poultry, milk and frujt sent to lle^/ York
City, which sort of freight does not load the cars to their full
capacity, and hence the "tons per mile" are not commensurate with
the number of freight cars. However, as the table shows, the freighlj
traffic in tons per mile is second only to that of the Pennsylvania
lines
.
Having briefly compared the Lackawanna railroad with other
large lines, it is noteworthy that more than half of the tofeal
traffic of this read is handled over the Scrariton Division-- the
middle one of the three divisions and extending fine hundred and
forty miles from Washington U . J. to Binghamton , l^i . Y . Of the seven
I
hundred locomotives owned by the company, more than three hundred
j
'and fifty are on this division. Moreover, all of their twenty-three
collieries are located either within the city limits or very near
the city of Scranton. This fact causes the care of the mine engines
land trains as well as the local handling of coal and all of the coal
, destined for other localities to come on this part of the line .
Furthermore, the Blooitosburg Branch joining the main line at Scranton
'tends greatly to congest traffic at that point. This branch af-
jfects the amount of work at the junction in two ways: the shipping
icoming in on it must either be transferred to otherlines, or else

8the cars .must be taken out of one train and put in another. As
mentioned before, the sending of cars out over different lines is
the process which complicates yard operation.
In addition to the freight business, the pansenger traffic is
considerable. The I ackawanna railroad having the shortest route
from New York to Buffalo, has heavy passeni^er service. Thirty-five
first class trains enter Scranton yard daily. Of these, ten are
local, but nevertheless
,
they must be cared for. indeed, the local
passenger traffic requires more yard attention than do the through
trains because of the handling of the locomotives and coaches.
Considering the number of cars handled, the Scranton yard has
J
a remarkably small amount of track. A.s will be shown later, this is
i due to the peculiar nature of the traffic . About fifteen hundred to
!
three thousand cars are handled daily with a tofeal track length of
thirty miles or less. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad
yard at Galesburg, Illinois, which handles about the same number of
cars will contain when complete about tv/ice the above mileage. The
j new gravity yard of the Illinois Central railway at New Orleans
has a capacity of thirty-six hundrea cars with over twice the length
of track. From these considerations, it is clear that the principal
I
part of the problem lies not so much in the layout of tracks as in
the facilities for furnishing trains and engines.
j
ITot only should present conditions be examined when an ex-
tension of an existing work is proposed, but the possibility of an
increased requirement in the future should be carefully investigated
So in this instance, having briefly noted the amount of traffic
I
carried at present, it is essential that the need of a future en-
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9largement should be carefully analyzed .
Plate I shows the freight traffic in ton-miles as ordinates
and the corresponding years as abscissae, the number of miles of
track being practically constant since 1882. This curce shows sev-
eral irregularities which are due almost entirely to fluctuations
in the coal product. The sudden rise in 1884 w;;S due largely to
an increase in the number of collieries operated . The decrease in
1902 was due to the ant?iracite coal strike which extended over the
last six months of the year and during which scarcely any coal was
mined . The marked increase in 1903-4 was due to the discovery of
the method of washing the culm by which process, the huge heaps of
waste which consisted of fine coal and slate were washed down,
1
screened and classified and sold as "pea", "rice", "buckwheat ", etc .
,
the names referring to the fineness of the coal . In this manner
nearly half of the waste that had been accumulating for years was
reclained and put on the market. These variations as well as others
which are caused by abnormal conditions would not affect the con-
sideration cf the trend of the traffic.
The gradual increase in traffic becomes apparent
,
also the true,
!
nature of the increase is shown by observation of the curve . A con-
j
stantly increasing traffic but a decreasing increment is shown. An '
estimate based on the general trend of the traffic, and on the gen-
|
eral condition of the anthracite coal fields available in that region
will give an idea of what should be anticipated in the new project.
iThuS in fifteen years, the present traffic will probably he in-
icreased by twelve percent.
The old facilities for taking care of trains were entirely
1^

10
inadequate to the needs . The tracks were overcrowded , the repair
shops were neither as large nor as modern as required , the coal
pockets were too small, the capacity of the ashpits was altogether
too mea^^er, no transfer platforms were in existence, the freight
house was not large enough, the said dryer was old-fashionea and not
of sufficient size to supply the demand, the storage circles and
round house contained too few stalls for the locomotives, and in
fact, the whole yard had not kept pace with the growtn in traffic j.
hence the renovation.
Summarizing, it may be said: The railroad has a very heavy
freight traffic chiefly composed of coal, most of which is hauled
over the Scranton Division and handled in Scranton yard. The pres-
ent traffic will^:)robably be increased by eight or ten percent in
the next fifteen years. and provision must be made for this increase.
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Peculiar Conditions.
A clear understanding of the problem in hand requires an exact
description of the layout and relation of the three yards which to-
gether make up the complete arran^jement for freight handling at
Scranton. Platell is a sketch of tne situation. The receiving
tracks begin at station 7620 (stations are one hundred feet apart
and are measured continuously from Hoboken, IT. J.) , and the switch-
ing tracks end at station 7652, making the total length of the yard
13200 feet. At station 7656 the Bloomsburg Division to llorthumber-
j land
,
Pa., leads off. On this branch, Hyde Park yard begins at
!
station 7666 and extends for a distance of 2550 feet ending at sta-
tion 7691 plus 50
.
I
At the east end of Tayjor yard, marked N on the map, a branch
known as Keyser Valley Branch leads off to the right following the
outside tracg: of the cluster for about six hundred feet, then curves
to the right and runs up Keyser Valley joining the Main Line Division
j
at Keuga about four miles from Scranton Station and the same dis-
! tance from Taylor Yard. At the west eiid of Scranton Yard, the coal ^1
[mine switch from the Diamond mine joins the main track. The Dodge,
li
Oxford, and National mines are along the Bloomsburg tr;;Ck between
Scranton and Taylor Yard . The Hampton and several other mines are
'I
situated along the Keyser Valley Branch not far from Keuga.
I
The peculiar nature of the freight traffic makes this arrange-
jment practicable. Coal comprises more than half of the freight
jj
:; hauled. Coal goes both east and west to some extenty but most of it
goes east. Hyde Park yard, therefore, being on the right side of
the main tracks is a convenient coal yard . Furthermore
,
a very
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large proi'Ortion of the other kinds of freight are east-bound
,
billed for Hoboken and Hew York, since, as was raentionedbefore , these
termini are the destination of most of the freight passing Scranton.
This traffic is handled in Scranton yard itself, since it is on the
right side of the tracks. This is true whether the trains come from !
the Bloomsburg division or form the main line. The small! amount of
west-bound freight which requires classification at the point is
taken care of by crossing it over the main tracks. Thus no expen-
sive west-bound gridiron is necessary. The empty cars, being all
west-bound, are cared for at Taylor yard.
The peculiarities of the traffic mentioned above not only af-
fect the layout of the clusters of tracks but the tend to greatly '
reduce the am.ount of track required. Thus the number of cars hand-
led daily in Scranton would give an exaggerated notion of the actual
amount of yard work done. The number of cars handled is not, how-
ever, the true criterion of yard work. Although two or three thous-
and cars are handled daily, yet because they are going in one of
three directions, the number of "cuts" is smiall. For this reason,
extensive classification tr&cks are not necessary, tracks for dis-
tribution only being essential. The only foreign connections avail-
able are those with the Lackawanna and Wyoming Valley , the Delaware
and Hudson, and the Hew Jersey Central railroads. Scarcely any but
coal cars are transferred to these roads .
From the above, it is obvious that a freight yard at Scranton
must be designed to meet unique and peculiar conditions of traffic,
which briefly stated are:-- coal handled both ways, mostly eastward,
miscellaneous freight practically all east-bound. These conditions
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are of primal importance and must be kept consta -tly in rannd while
studying the freight handling facilities at Scranton.
The tract available for yard purposes is a long narrov/ strip
of land lying between Lackawanna Avenue on the north-- the business
street of the city-- and Lackawanna River and Bearing Brook on the
west, south, and east, the plot being in the shape of a much elong-
ated letter D with the street and business blocks on the long
straight side. The length of the tract is about six-thousand feet,
the width twelve hundred and fifty feet.
Because of its proximity to the centre of the city, the site
is very valuable. Along the north side, lots v/ere sold from fifteen
hundred to two thousand dollars per foot -front and the plat as a
whole was estimated at thirty thousand dollars per acre. The high
price of the land demanded that no space should be wasted, hence
the problem was more difficult than it v/ouid have been had a cheaper
location been available.
The street crossings added further difficulty, both in the
desi£^ and in the construction, to the undertaking. The yard at
Scranton is crossed by three streets, twoi of v/hich require via-
ducts more than one hundred feet wide and costing about thirty-five
thousand dollars each; the third viaduct is cnly about sixty feet
wide .
The geological structure of the land, however, is very favor-
able for construction of any kind. The site is the terrace formed
by the Lackawanna River during the flood period at the tim.e of the
disappearance of the glacier. The soil is largely composed of de-
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tritus from the Pocono Mountain. Nearly all of the pebbles observed
were rounded flakes of red sandstone from this mountain, a fe?;, how-
ever, being granites, gneisses, and syenit(-2S from the Catskill
Range. This layer of sand and gravel was alout forty feet dteep
,
then the following strata were revealed by the channel of the stream
and two borings:
Sandstone 35 feet (Estimated)
Slate 3 "
Rock 1 f t . 2 in.
Coal - 1' " 8 in.
Fire clay and slate 4 feet
Limestone 5 "
Slatey rock 8 "
Coal (Diamond vein) .. 6 " 6 in
.
Total 65 feet 6 in.
These data show that abundantly solid foundation for any structure
was present. Moreover, the gravel and sand were used in the con-
crete, althought the stone being of a soft nature, was not the most
desirable .
At Taylor, the topography was decidedly adverse to the loca-
tion of a yard. A roughly triangular valley between three hills
had to be extended by leveling and digging away the hillsides until
! sufficient room was secured for the tracks. This process necesni-
tated the changing of a small stream, the construction of an arch-
aqueduct over the same, and the removal of over four hundred thous-
and cubic yards of earth and rock, all of v/hich multiplied the ex-
pense
.
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The original layout at Taylor consisted of the double track
main line and three side tracks. The junction with the Keyser
Valley Branch caused this site to *be selected for a frei^^^i-it yard.
Surninary : - - Briefly stated, the problem is:
1. Scranton Division sustains very heavy freight traffic, a
large portion of which is coal haulage; coal goes in both directions;
almost al3 other freight is east-bound.
2. Furnishing engines.
5. The available tract of land is smal3
,
of awkward dirr.ensions
,
and d isadvantageously situated. Geological structure favorable in
the main.
4. Facilities required for handling one hundred to one hundred
and fifty trains per day.

Part II
THE DESIGN.
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A theoretic train yard is one consisting of tracks accommo-
dating east-bound traffic, say, and tracks exactly similar to these
which handle west-bound cargoes, together with appurtenances common
to both. The tracks for west -bound trains, in the present instance
as has been pointed out, need not be extensive. Just how this light
west-bound freight is handles will be shown later.
ITaturally the general character of the scheme to be installed
is the first consideration; i.e. whether the switching shall be
done by gravity, "poling", or by the "tail-end" method. Gravity
switching is the mont economical. Therefore this was the first con-
sidered. The heavy up grades at the ends of the site early showed
the gravity scheme to be unfeasible since such a design must either
have a hump in the middle or a sufficiently wide space for alll of
the switching i.e. both directions, to be done down the same slope,
the tvv'O sets of classification tracks being side by side instead
of facing each other. The grades were exactly contrary to the first
gravity scheii.e and the space was much too narrow for the second.
Several objections arcse to poling. Generally it is a slower
method than tail-end switching and is also more dangerous for the
switchmen. Particularly, it takes up more space for the poling
tracks or extra leads-- a very great objectjon in the present under-
taking. It is well adapted to a location where a few locomotives
must do ail of the yard work, and where coal is difficult to obtain.
On the other hand, it is usually cheaper than tail switching. How-
ever, fuel is to be had in abundance at Scranton. This fact tended
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to counter-balance the ordinary economy cf poling. Everything con-
sidered, tail-end switching was about the only practicable uethod,
and this was adopted.
The most natural arrangement would have been to place tr.e few
west -bound tracks which were required on the right hand side of the
main track. One feature of the proposed improvement prevented
this disposition; namely, the main tracks at the east end of the
yard had to be elevated about ten feet above the general yard level, '
and this would have obstructed the passage of trains in crossing
over. For this reas'on it v/as decided to carry the west-bound freight
I over the east-bound main track, and hence all of the receiving tracks
I
are on the right hand side going east. These are not special tracks
but are the regular freight lines enterinj the yard. A train stops
on these tracks, its crew and engine relieved, and it is taken in
in tharge by a yard crew and engine which proceeds to classify the
cars according to the sequeTice of the stations along the line. The
fundamental plan of the west end of the yard is similar to the east
end, except that the receiving tracks are on the right side of the
main line which is the natural side for the turnout . The layout is
clearly shovm in Plate III.
Extensive storage tracks are not required because very little
jj
^
terminal business is done at Scrantonj nearly alll of the cars enter- ^
ing the yard leave it within twenty-four or thirty-six hours. Of
I
course this does .;ot include those cars set aside on team tracks.
Any of the tracks may be used for this brief storage, therefore, the
track nearest the main tracks being reserved for cabooses. Trains
are made up in this cluster regardless of the direction in which
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they are going. The tracks leading to the engine storage-circle
are sometimes used for stowing mine engines when for any reason the i
mines are closed. Empty cars are scored at Taylor v/here the yard
is especially provided for handling empties. See Plate IV. The
capacity of the main cluster in Scranton yard is 638 cars and that
of Taylor yard is 1400 cars .
Rather extensive team tracks are required because of the large
merchantile business in the city. There are five such tracks in
front of the east freight house and two near the main tracks^beside
J
a 10 by 400-foot platform, and one extending along the rear of the
stores facing Lackawanna Avenue. No provision for locally hand-
ling live stock is made as no live stock is either loaded or unloaded
at Scranton. The team tracks have a total capacity of 147 cars,
jj
The transfer tracks are eight in number and are located in the
east end of the yard abutting Washington Ave. , See Plate JH. They
have a total capacity of 120 cars. Between each of the four pairs,
the tracks of which are 25 feet center to center, is a reinforced
j|
concrete platform 14 feet wide. The lengths of these platforms are,
j
beginning with the one on the south, 402, 520, 761 and 389 feet res-
pectively. Pjate V shows a section through one of these platforms
||
and its corresponding tracks. The method of their construction will
I be taken up in another place.
As mentioned before, the provision for hanaling locomotives
j
,
is a matter of considerable moment in the design of the yard, fhe k
ij most notable facilities provided for this purpose are the coal
pockets and sand dryer, the cinder pits, the roundhouse and storage
circle , and the transfer table.
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The coal pockets are 224 ft. loiit: , 19.5 ft. wide, and 14 ft.
high. The floor of the bins is a longitudinal ridgg with its crest
at the center, the sides of which are a 1 l/2 to 1 slope. Separate
apartments are provided for the various grades of coal used. The
total capacity is about 1600 tons. The pockets are cf the inclined
trestle variety. The approach consists of a trestle 605 ft. long
and a curved concrete-v/aill ed approach at the beginning of this
trestle 300 ft. long, the latter being on a six degree curve. The
whole approach is on a grade of 4.0 percent for the first 823 ft.,
then 2.0 percent to the entrance of tire pockets, whence the floor
continues level. The height of the floor of the coal pockets, there
fore, is 33.5 ft. from the general surface of the yard( 739.0 ft.
above sea level) .
In the design of these coal pockets, both the trestle and
mechanical elevator types were considered. The most attractive ad-
vantages of the mechanical elevator type are the low first cost
and the small amount of space occupied,-- a very desirable feature
in the present instance. The Pennsylvania railroad had just adopted
this type of coal pocket and had erected a large one at Pittsburg
where an immense amount of coal had to be handled. These facts
caused this style of structure to be seriously considered for a whil
However, the several advantages of the ottier type outv/eighed these
arguments. First, the space gained is not material, since one track
must lead to the chutes in either case and also this track must be
kept Oi)en, so that the only real gain in space is the difference
in width of a trestle bent and a track at the grade of the y.'.rd
.
Secondly, about two hundred and fifty to three hundred engines must
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be coaled here daily, hence, if the mechanical elevator failed to
work, it v/ou1g require all the section men along the line to be
called in to shovel coal, while the trestle type is almost sure to
be in operating condition all the time. Furthermore, the coal used
is of so many varieties-- "buckv/heat"
,
"pea", "rice", "nut", etc.--
engines for different purposes using different grades of coal. For
each of these various kinds of ccal
,
a separate bin must be provided
j
which fact prevents a great amount of storage of any particular i
grade. With the trestle, however, a carload of any particular kind
j
can be deposited whenever needed in about tv/o i^i^^utes time. Moreover,
although the initial cost is greater, the cost of operation is ap-
preciably Jess, since coal can be handled for two cents per ton
in this manner as against three to nine cents by the mechanical
elevator method. Everything considered, the trestle or inclined
plane type seemed to be the best for the purpose.
The sand dryer is on the sar>e trestle as the coal pockets
,
and is located at their east end. It is of the ordinary type, sifted
sand being dropped from cars on the track above dov/n through a net-
work of steam pipes which thoroughly dry it , and it is gathered in
a bin at the bottom, from whence it is carried by bucket elevators
to the bins sbove . From these bins, the supply spouts pour it di-
rectly into the sand chambers of the engines. The bottom of the
sand bins is on the same elevation as the bottom of the coal pockets,
hence, the sand runs readily to the locomotive. The area of the
coils is about 100 sq, ft., yet the apparatus dried two car loads
in about tv./elve hours.
As the design and construction of the cinder pit is somewhat
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out of the ordinary, it wil3 be described more in detail. Plate VI ,
shows the details and the layout. The generul scheme consists of
two large rectant,ul&r concrete troughs, 400 ft. long, 9 f t . 7 l/2
in. wide, 8 ft. 4 in. deep, and 25 ft. 6 in. center to center. On
the outside walls of these troughs are the engine tracks, so i^laced
that the discharged ashes shall slide dovm the concrete Z-iope into
the rectangular basins. Between these basins is a track on which th<
cars are loaded by a clarn-shel J hoist from a five ton gantry crane
.
The outside wall of the trapezoidal area at the to is made
up of a nar^'ow inside wall 3 ft. wide with buttresses 1 ft. 10 in.
by 4 ft. 10 it:, projecting outv/ard and placed ten feet center to
center. Scrap rails were laid across the open spaces between these
buttresses and the trapezoicial top of concrete built on these, thus
saving a large amount of masonry. The center v/alls are tied togethei
with old rails 10 ft. center to center, the ends. of which are im-
bedded in the walls. The old rails in the bottom of the pits project
one half inch above the concrete in order to form a scraping surface
for the crane bucket. Other details will be made clear by a study
of Plate Vi.
The reason for adopting so elaborate a design is obviously
that the large number of engines to be cared for daily demanded it.
The capacity is fouteen locomotives, with a possibility ff sixteen
at one time, and this seems to be sufficient for all probable deraandsl,
A plan used by the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad
at Galesburg, 111., is similar except that the ashes, instead of
sliding into the pits, are collected on a concrete platform at the
bottom of the slo^.e . The car track is at such an elevation that the
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ashes can be readily shovelled by hand into the cars from the plat-
form. This scheme has a .lower first cost but is less economical
in handling the ashes since several men are reciuired to shovel the
ashes in the one case, whereas in the type adopted, one man can
operate the crane
.
At present the freiij;ht engines are storea on an uncovered
storage circle having twenty-one stalls and situated in the east
end of the yard. This is a temporary structure, since it is proposed
to construct another roundhouse to the eas'^ of the present one.
The framework is entirely of wood sills, except that of the center
pier which is of concrete with a four foot square base. Fig.l shows
the general appearance of half of the storage circle filled with
locomot ives
.
The roundhouse is a full circle containing forty-eight stalls.
Each stall is equipped with air and water pipes for the cleaning
and filling of locomotives. The proposed roundhouse will contain
sixty stalls similar to these . The turntable at the center of the
roundhouse, as well as that at the storage circle, is operated by
means of an electric motor turning a cogwheel in mesh with a cog-
track after the plan of a rack and pinion.
The new transfer table when completely installed will be lo-
cated east of the proposed machine shop. It wili.be G70 feet long
by 50 feet wide and will be available by three tracks leading to it .
The runner or carriage is propelled by electricity and runs on four
rails. It is capable of transferring an engine from one end to the
otherin a very short time, having a speed of about 350 feet per
minute
.
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The buildings are not especially remarkable. The new passenger
station in process of erection will be a four story combined station
|j
and office building. There are two frei^^ht houses well toward the
west end of the yard. These are very ordinary one story brick
structures. Space and expense might have been economized by erecting
a two story freight house. An elegant structure of this sort is in
use at Peoria, 111., and apparently is very satisfactory.
The proposed new locomotive repair shops will be located at
the east end of the yard as shown in Plate III. A more detailed
||
plan is shown in Fig. 2. The several departments are as follows:
machine shop, erection shop, boiler and tank shop, blacksmith shop,
jj
foundry, pattern shop and storage, paint shop, mines repair shop,
storehouse and offices, power house, laboratory, scrap platform,
shop yards, and miscellaneous materials sheds.
Some of the buildings had to be eredted on filled ground held
by a 45-ft. retaining v/all. The foundry was located nearest the
retaining wall because all of the other buildings will contain heavy
hammers or heavy moving loadn. The two yard cranes, each 10 tons
capacity, are located so as to serve in their travel of 700 and
1000 feet respectively, the foundry, the blacksniitin shop, the store
house and the scrap platform.
Generally speaking, all of the buildings will have reinforced
concrete foundations supporting brick walls, or steel columns as the
case may be. It is probable that in all buildings equipped with
cranes or subjected to the stress of moving loads, a steel frame
construction will be adopted.
The site devoted to the machine and erecting shop and the
I
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boiler shop is 582 ft. long by 344 ft. wide and will have six bays !
as indicated in the cross-section, Fig. 4. The erecting bays are
situated outside, then corae the two heavy-work bays and in t he center
are the two light work bays .
The erecting bays are 60 ft. wide and have transverse pits
42 ft. long spaced 24 ft. center to center. They are served by the
double deck crane runways, the upper crane being fitted with two
sixty-ton hoists and one fifteen-ton hoist, and the lower crane with
two fifteen-ton hoists. The bays are lighted by windows within four
feet of the floor. The storage pits, which are between the erection
pits, are 30 ft. long, 6 ft. wide and 30 in. deep. Between each
pair of pits is a bench with two vises . The engines will be headed
in, a wide runway being provided at the front end.
The two heavy-work bays will have a width of GO.ft. and a
height of 20 ft. to the crane run - way . The track will be extended
a distance of thirty-twc feet into these bays to provide for wheel
I
storage . At the end of the tracks, there will be a lO-ft. midway
j
passage. A width of IB ft. will be reserved for two heavy machines
with individual motors. This space will be served with two ten-ton
cranes. All tools requiring more than three horsepower are to have
individual motors. Down the center of the passage will run a narrow
gauge track for electric trucks. The storage tracks will be next
jjto the columns. The lighting of the shop will be provided by the
sawtooth cons true t io::
.
I
The light bays will be 50 ft. wide and will contain a tin shop,
Ja pipe shop, air-brake department, motion v/ork department, foreman's
loffices and all light tools. In these bays, elevators will be in-
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stalled to connect with the subway, also stairways leadin^^- to the
locker rooins . The shafting supports in these bays will be placed
IB ft. from the floor and provision will be made for the construction
at any time of a gallery above any part of the light bays .
1
The basement, v;hich will extend under the entire light work
bays, will be a link in t?ie subway system which will connect all of
the buildings. The basement will be reached from the mian floors
by hydraulic elevators and by hatchways. The subway, the route of
which is shown on the plan Fig. 2, will be used by the men in passing
to and from their work. Time clocks will be placed at the head of
the subways so that they will be the only authorized thoroughfare.
It will also have a track of 36 iiich gauge for electric locomotives
and material cars. It will be of reinforced concrete construction
and will be 14 ft. wide and 9 ft. high.
The blacksmith shO;' will be 300 ft. long and 125 ft. wide.
The forges will be built in pairs and the smoke will be 'taken away
by natural draft. The large fires and hammers will be served by Ii
motor driven walking cranes. The floor will be composed of a mixture
of cinders and clay.
U
The foundry, which will be of steel construction with brick
curtain wails, all carried on reinforced concrete foundations, will
be 400 ft. long and 120 ft. wide. It is designed for a normal cap-
acity of 40 tons per day with a maximum of 70 tens. The charging
platform will be served by a ten-ton crane. The center foundry I
crane will extend over the storage platform and the loading track
will extend under the foudry crane . i
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The pattern shop will be 120 ft. by 60 ft. and will have a
basement and five stories. It will be accessible by the ten-ton
foundry crane. The storhouse and office buildin^^ will be 275 ft. by
60 ft . and will consist of a basement and three stories . The offices
will face Washington Avenue. The buildin^^ will be of brick sidewalls
with concrete floors and roof. The other structures are small and
of ordinary design, hence they need not special comment.
The car shops are located outside the city limits on the
keyser Valley Branch near the Keuga junction. The buildings are
of similar structure to the pror^osed machine shops. Their cost was
about one million dollars. ||
The yard is abundantly sup[jlied with water of Excellent quality
both for drinking and for boiler use. It is carried by 6 ana 8-inch
mains from the large mains along Lackawanna Avenue and Cliff Street .
Water cranes are located along the tracks leading from the coal '
pockets and from the roundhouse, and also along the main tracks at
the station. Besides these large cranes for supplying the engines,
there are several small taps distributed over the yard. These taps
can be used for cleaning cars, watering stock, etc.
Not only is the water supply ample, but air and light are
carefully provided. Air valves are located along the tracks used for
passenger coaches, and they furnish air for cleaning the interior
of the cars. The lighting is provided by arc lights swung high ij
between poles on the sout side of the yard. Thus all shadows are
throwh at right angles to t he tracks. This arrangement minimizes
the danger from shadows.
ji
Other features 'of the design will be necessarily aiscussed
binder construction in Part III. . i

Part III.
THE CONSTRUCTION.
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The principal engineprlng features of the yard inside the city
limits are the grading of the yard, the retaining walls, the bridge
over Lackawanna Rivec, the viaducts over Mattes Street, Washington
Avenue and Cliff Street, the coal pockets and sand dryer, the stor-
age circle, the cincier pit, and the transfer platforms. A brief
description of the construction of each one oi these will now be
presented.
'Eastward from station 7645 (100 ft. stations froK Hoboken)
,
the main tracks go up a 1.50 per cent grade to station 761i3 , thence
level. The freight tracks ascend from station 7642 plus 50 on a
1.37 per cent grade till they come to a common level with the main
tracks at station 7612 plus 70. These grades were established by
filling in the yard to a depth of from zero to ten feet under the
freight tracks and from zero to ten feet more under the main tracks,
that is, the latter are from zero to ten feet higher than the freight
tracks. Thus there are tracks at three different elevations, the
two main tracks, the freight tracks at the east end of the yard, and'
those tracks which are at the same elevation as the cinder pit and
the transfer platforms. The appearance is that of a large terrace
having tracks on each of its three steps. The purpose of elevating '
the main tracks v/as to form a level stretch in front of the new
passenger station, and the ai^;: in the other case was to make a
better switching grade and to ease off the grade further up the
track
.
Tc do this grading, about 108 000 cubic yards of earth were
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required. This was brought chiefly from Taylor, which excavation
was bein/; carried on at the sa/iie time and. also from ITay Au^" tunnel
which was then in process of construction. The tunnel material was
!
all rock, but the fill from Taylor was largely earth. By putting
the rock beneath and the earth on top, a very satisfactory embank- i|
ment was secured. The material was hauled in on flat cars and un-
loaded by means of a steam plow pulled a locomotive . It was
then put into place by hand.
The retaining walls are located chiefly in the east end of the
yard where the high embankments are found. They are all essentially!
alike, being simple gravity walls with no reinforcement. "Expansion
joints were placed every sixteen feet. These joints were tied to-
gether by two pieces of rail, one about three feet from the top and '
the other near the bottom. These walls were built on simple, com-
pound or reverse curves as the occasion demanded, all having a care-
fully constructed coping, and presenting a very fine appearance.
They are of broken-stone concrete of a 2:4:6 mixture, the aggregate
\
being a sandstone of good quality. There will be a total of about
20 000 cubic yards of concrete in these wails.
The new bridge over the Lackawanna River is a deck plate girder
of two spans about 116 feet each in length, and is wifle enough for
six tracks. It replaces and old deck truss of the Pratt type, which
:|
was much too light for the increased traffic . The girders are sup-
ported on concrete piers, the hi.hest of which resches fifty feet
above low water.
Those bridges over Washington Avenue and Mattes Street are
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similar to each other both being deck plate girders; they carry
nine and four tracks re npec t ively . At Washington Avenue, however,
the span is longer than at Ma'tes Street and has two steel columns
under each girder resting on concrete piers four feet square and
twelve feet from the face of the abutments. The proposed viaduct
over Cliff Street is to carry ten tracks and one cross-over. It
will be a deck plate girder supported on concrete abutments.
The cnstruction of the coal pockets presented no peculiar
problems. The series of sixty-four concrete foundation-piers were
staked out as follows. A long hub was driven and centerea at each
end of the row on the prolongation of the center line. The first
pier was located in the desired position by setting a point on each
side of this line, thus forming a line at right angles to the first
one. This right angle was determined by repetition. Then by measur-
ing with a standardized steel tape from these side stakes along lines
parallel to the axis of the row of piers, the transverse axis of
each pier was fixed. Intermediate points on the center line of the
series were established by lining in points from either end of the
line. The exactnes.; of the location of each pier was tested several
times by measuring and by turning right angles from the end stakes.
All of this work haa to be done with accuracy, because the framework
was all completed before erection, and its fitting, therefore, de-
pended on the precision of the location of the piers. When com-
ipleted, no appreciable variation was found in the alignment, and
only fifteen thousandths of a foot difference in the level was dis-
covered .
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In the open, the above operation would have been very simple
indeed, but at this time, the proposed site was covered with tracks
on Thich cars were stored and over which locomotives were passing
frequently. This latter fact greatly delayed the work, causing
many set-ups of the transit and the necessity of either sighting
between and under cars or waiting for their removal.
From the percentage of the gradient of the trestle, the
lengths of the posts were computed. The timbers used were 12 in. by
12 in. yellow pine, Joined by tenon-mortis joints and bolts. Up
to bent No. 22, only one crossframe was needed, but from there on,
two were used at each bent. The ties were bolted directly to upper
longitudinal members.
The approach to the trestle, as has been stated, was on a
six degree curve. Instead of the concrete walls of the approach
being built in straight sections as is customary, they were built
on a regular curve. This was done by hewing the plates of the forms
to the proper curvature, determined by computing the ordinates at
the half and quarter points, and then nailing the studding to these
curved edges. The 1 7/8 in. plank were then sprung to this curvature
The walls have a well constructed coping and present a very pleasing
appearance. A part of the coal trestle can be seen on the right in
Plate VIT.
The storage circle was to be constructed as cheaply as possible
|and stia.l give fairly efficient service. After the pit was excavat-
ed, it was lined with pine blocks 12 in. by 12 in. by 3 ft., after
|the manner of lining a well with brick. Just inside this wall, short
j
'
12-in. Sills were laid normal to it to form the ties for the wheel
/
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and track v^hich was to support the turntable, and inside of this,
the cog track for operation.
A square concrete pier, 4 ft. by 4 ft. at the top and 6 ft.
by 6 ft. at the base was then placed in the center, the top of which '
was flush with the bottom of the pit', i On this pier, the turntable
was pivoted on a roller and cone bearing. The platfom itself is
about eight feet wide supported in the middle on I-beams and at the
ends by tension rods extending from the middle upright.
The tracks radiate from the pit, making am angle of about
seventeen degrees with each other. They have pits so that a man can
conveniently work at the machinery under a locomotive .
The construction of the cinder pits will be presented more
fully than the foregoing. They were staked in a manner similar to
that employed at the coal trestle. The cavities for the side walls
j
.were excavated first. This excavation was done by hand, which method!
was very expensive and slow. It was adopted, however, in order to
delay as long as possible the tearing up of many yard tracks. The
pits were dug nineteen feet below the surface of the ground, hence
the dirt could not be thrown out at one lift but required three.
Three alternate platforms about four feet v/ide and about five £eet
apart vertically were constructed along the sides of the pit. The
: shoveller in the bottom threw the spoil to the lowest platfcrm,
a man there shovelled it to the next one above on the other side
Sof the pit, the laborer there in turn throv/ing it back across and
jUpward to the tow platform, whence a man shovelled it outside. After
'reaching the surface it was hauled away in gondola cars . This method
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caused the exccxvaticn to cost at least double what it would have cost
had it been done with a steam shovel.
j
Sheet pilings were driven around the excavation to prevent the
sand froiL caving in. This piling consisted of tv/o-inch hemlock plank
fourteen feet long. They were driven by hand just as fast as the
excavation proceeded, and were braced by cross struts of car sills.
Two men working together could drive about two piles per hour, thus
making the cost for driving excessive. However, h.and driving was
about the only method available since it was impracticable to bring
a steam pile-ariver to the place. The piling served as rough forms
for the outside of the concrete wall.
j
After the outside walls wer-e built, the whole inside of the
'pits v/as then excavated. It was done by runnirig a track down the
middle and loading the spoil directly into cars on this track. Then
the cars were hauled out h\ a locomotive. This process was carried
on as long as a track could be maintained. Afterwards, the dirt was
i loaded into baskets and hoisted out by means of a train "wrecker"
• or derrick.
Uext in order, the center walls were built, followed by the
crane walls on the outside. The rails to be imbeaded in the top of j
the concrete v;alls were supported by an iron rod with a fork or
similar shape at the top. The concrete was then placed in the forms
leaving the rods incased.
I]
The cast iron columns supporting the inner rail were set with
an error of five thousandths of a foot both for line and elevation.
They weigh 2B00 lb. apiece and were placed in position by the derrick
of the "wrecker", and adjusted by means of crowbars, Plate VII is
I




Fig. G
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i: a photograph of the cinder pits when nea^-ing completion. Plate VIII
;i
i shows the cinder pits complete and ashes bein^ Ibadea into cars on \\
jl
the middle track. Fig. 5 is a view oi the crane and dredge bucket, 'i
Fig. 6 brings out the method of aumping ashes from the locomotive
into the pitr.
The transfer platforms are novel in their construction in
that they are of concrete. The extreme thinness of the outside walls
caused the bracing of the forms to be difficult. In fact, the forms
bulged so much in one section that it was necessary to tear do^vn
that secticn and rebuild it. This situation was due as much to the
I
carelessness of the forem.an as to the difficulty of bracing.
The concrete used in all of the construction in the yard, ex^
. cept some of the retaining walls in the east end, was of gravel and
Portland cement-- Alsen, lehigh, Penna
,
Edison, Dexter and Atlas.
The aggregate used was taken directly from the gravel banks . The
i
:
concrete
,
except that in the west abutment of Washington Avenue
!
viaduct, was a31 hand mixed. The machine used in the construction
of the Washington Avenue viaduct consisted of a square tube about
fourteen feet long into which the ingredients were poured. The tube
i
v/as continually revolving and v;as on a considerable slope--about
j
one foot in five. The machine mixing was faulty in that the aggre-
j
gate reached the end of the chute separated from the cement . The use
of the raadhine has been discontinued.
.
The exposed sides of the
construction were finished by "spading down", no grouting being
allowed
.
The mixing the concrete for the cinder pit was typical, cind
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was done as follows. Seven men v/ith wheelbarrows deposit loads on
the mixing board; one man throws on two ba^^^s of cement while another
supplies the water; fout others mix it by turning, it tv/ice with
shovels, it having;;; been "cut through" once before wetting. VHiile
this is being mixed, the men with wheelbarrows are reloading with
gravel. The time required for mixing a one-half yard batch and put-
ting it into the forms averaged ten minutes. It was used very wet
so that the hasty mixing would not have a deleterious effect.
At Taylor, only two items of construction ere of particular
interest, namely, the excavation and the building of Taylor Arch
over Keyser Creek which runs under the v/est end of the yard.
The exi£ava.ticn was done by contract. The prices were sixteen
cents per cubic yard for earth, and tv/enty-four cents per cubic yard
for rock. The railroad hauled all of the spoil which was to be re-
moved from the site. This was done on flat cars; about twenty cars
to a train each carrying five to seven cubic yards . The cars were
unloaded by a steam plow pulled by a locomotive. The excavation was
done by blasting and by two steam shovels of two and a half an<ff
three cubic yards capacity. The latter shovel moved about five to
six hundred cubic yards per day and the other a little less. A
large amount of the excavation at the east end of the yard was '
through an old mine, so that a portion of the debris v;as stov/ed into
these old mine openings
. The coal excavated was of considerable
value, being used by the contractor and the railroad on the v/orks .
The total excavation was a little over 400 000 cubic yards. The
disintegrated condition of the rock caused it to be excavated at the
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remarkably lov/ price that was paid. Fig. 7 shows the three yard
steam shovel at v/ork, also one of the mine openings into which
material v/as stowed.
The culvert over Keyser Creek is a concrete arch of about a
twelve foot span. The concrete was of broken stone aggregate, a
2:4:6 mixture. The unit cost as shown in Table III was higher than
on most of the work and is typical of contract construction. This
was chiefly due to tv/o reasons, viz., the better grade of concrete
and the difficulty of placing it in the forms . It was mixed and
then hauled in wheelbarrows up a steep slope about twenty-five feet
long and then dumped into the forms. This latter process especially
added grettly to the cost of the concrete.
The total cost of the yard improvements, exclus ive of the new
shops, is estimated at ^2 000 000. All of the retaining walls in the
iaiast end of the yard were built by contract at six dollars per cubic
yard. The total cost of the coal trestle was ^;26 874.46 made up
as follows: labor, $8647.26; material $18 227.20.
The cost of the sand dryer v/as |5 2ol.l5, of which amount |676 .56
were spent for labor and ;7i;2554 .59 for materials.
The cost of tv/o typical structures, the cinder pit and Taylor
Arch are given in detail in Tables II ana III .
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Table ii.
COST OF THE ICEV; CIKDEH PIT.
Cost of the Material.
Kind of
Material Amount Unit Price Cost
Gravel 3625 1/2 cu .yc . $^0 .30 11087 .65
lurober
Y. Pine
IJemlock
Spruce
Car Sills
Moulding
17239 ft .
Io2lr4 ft .
4511 ft .
455
3445 lin.f t
.
$34.35 per M.
18.00
25 .00
0.50 each
.0125
591 .90
1838 .41
107.80
227 .50
43.06
2808.67
Cement
Edison
Penna
Dexter
Atlas
1389 1/2 bbl
.
il76 1/4 "
388 1/4 "
1148 "
ZO .83
.85
0.90
1 .11
1153.28
999 .81
349 .42
1274 .28
3776 .79
Steel Pail
New 80 lb
.
Scrap 80 lb.
II 75"
20 Ton
21 "
8 ,5
128.00
22.00
22 .00
560.00
462.00
187 .00
T209 .00
ITails 3689 lb .02 73.78
Castings
78 Columns
200 Fillers
156 Clamp pis
200Corners
218400 lbs .
4000
. 780
13600
236780 lbs
.
0.00 1/4 592.00
Tools 103 .36
Total cost of mat er ials $9651.25

TABLE II (Continued)
COST Of ITEW 'CIUDER PIT.
Cost of I abor.
Total labor .
Class Man-hours Fate Amount
Foreman
_
120
870
.
;i'>0.32 1/4
.30
$38 .70
243 .00
Subforeinen arid
Carpenters 11025 .20 21-05 .00
lieaa Carpenters 1000
530 i
.25
0.27 1/;
250 ,00
90 .7,5
Carpenters 4017 .22 1/2 903.82
laborers 74211 .15 11131 .65
Water boy 390 .10
Total labor
39 .00
16304 .52
Concreting and Buildin/:;, Forms.
Class Man -hours Fate Amount
Foreman 170 .30 51 .00
Head Carpenter 355 .25 83. 7y
Carpenters 1775 0.22 1/2 39^j .37
Carpenters and
Subforemen 2702 .20 540 .40
laborers 2700 . j 7 1 ,2 472 .50
If 12128 .15 1819 .20
:-371.22
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COST OF W/.XJ CIKDEF PIT.
Proportional Costs.
Item Actual Cost
Percent
of
Total Cost
.
Gravel $1087 .65 4 .2
1 umb e r 2808 .67 10 .7
1
Cement 3776 .79 14.5
Steel Fails 1209 .00 4 .7
iTa lis 73 .78 0.3
Cast ings 592 .00 2.3
Tools 103 .36 0.4
I abor 16304 .52 62 .9
:
Totals 25930
.
(
I
100 .0
Proportional Cost of Concrete
.
I tem Actual Cost Percent
Gravel 1087 .65 9 .8
I uinber 2808 .67 25 .2
Cement 3776 .79 14.5
ITails 73.78 .7
labor 5371 .22 30 .3
Totals iiua .1} 100.0
Cost 4304 cu
.
yds . concrete |mi8.ii
Cost per cu. |yd
.
2 . 5 1 i
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TABLE III
COST OF TAYLOF AP.CH BUPKF- PBOS .
,
C01TTF.»S.
1032 Cu. Yds. Concrete 494 Yds. Excavation.
Cos t of Material
.
Kind of Mat'l Amount Unit Price Cost Total
Stone
Sand
Cement
Lumber, l/2 v
V.Tieelbarrows
1232 Tons
476 yds .
925 bbl
alue
12
-.70
.55
.85
3 .50
862 .40
261 .80
736 .25
656 .86
lfa910 .45
328 .43
42 .00
Excavat ion
.
Kind of Work Man-hours Ratd Cost Total
Excavation 1965 "'.'15 294 .75
" from
overflow 440 .15 -J 6 .00
Pumps 400 .35 60 .00
Foreman 260 .30 78 .00 498 .75
Concrete
.
Mixing , etc . o265 .15 9 39 .75
Foreman 230 .30 69 .00
II 230 .35 80 .50 1089 .25
Forms
.
Carpenters 1260 .25 315 .00
1 ab r 70 .15 :0 .50
Foreman 20 .35 7. .00
Removing Forms
;
Carpenters 113 .30 33.90
Foreman 80 .35 1:8.00
Labor 610 .15 91.50 485.90
Handling Mate)"ial .
Mov ing mat '
1
198 .15 29 .70
Unloading cars 1396 .15 209 .40
Foreman 30 .3.0 10 .50
m 70 .30 21 .00 270 .60

TABIK III (Continued)
Superintendence and Office.
Sup't allowins l/S time for 50 days, $35.00
Office " " " 125 .00
Total cost to Contractor
42
$160 .00
|4792 .38
Proportional Costs.
"
"Cost per Yd . Percent
Item Cost of of
Concrete Total Cost
Concrete Mat '
1
"1X910 74 5 "fl.85 44.0
Laying concrete 1089 .25 '1 .05 25 .0
I umber 328 .4:5 .32 8 .0
Building forms 323 .50 .32 3 .0
Removing forms 153.40 .15 4.0
I-I and ling iiat ' 1 270 .60 .27 6 .1
Shanty <Sc wheelbarrov/G 49 .CO .05 1.4
Superintendence 35 .00 .03 0.7
Office 125 .00 .12 L 2 .8
4293 .63 4 .16
j
lOO.'O
Plxcavat i on
,
494 cu . yds . 6 1 $1.61 $498 .75
Contractor's F.eceipts .
Concrete 1032.6 yds. at $5.50
Excavation 494 " " .25
Total
Tot al cost
Ilet profit
Profit 17.4 ^ of contract price.
$5679 .30
123 .50
$5802 .80
4792 .38
flO'lO .42
To Contractor
Inspector
Train service
Cost to D. 1 . & W. P . B
.
$5802 .80
Total
110 .00
225 .0
$6137 .80
ITote: ^'reight on material not included.
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Many matters connected with yard design might have been con-
sidered, but they have been purposely omitted in order to avoid ex-
treme length. Prominent among these are cost cf operation, v/ages
of yard men, repairing of cars, plans for future enlargement, the
former layout, etc. Only such information as v;as deemed necessary
for the understanding of the problem and its solution has been pre-
sented .
In England where land is extremely valuable, schemes have been
developed whereby large quanti'fies of freight can be handled on
very limited space; but in this country, railroads generally have
not been cramped for room and such schemes have not been developed.
However, the yard described in this thesis is an approach to the
English plan. limited in room and hampered by adverse grades and
curves
,
a yard was constructed which v/ill satisfactorily accommodate
present traffic and a reasonable increase for deveral years to come.
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